Achromatizing the human eye.
Ocular chromatic dispersion manifests itself as wavelength-dependent image planes, image sizes, and image positions, and it has been suggested that ocular chromatic aberration is the most important of the eye's optical aberrations. Most attempts to correct for the eye's chromatic aberration (achromatize the human eye) have concentrated on correcting the wavelength-dependent image planes or chromatic difference of refractive error (CDRx). There are two optical techniques that correct for CDRx (special achromatizing lenses and multiple channel display systems) by making the ocular image planes of all wavelengths coincident. A different approach simply avoids the effects of ocular CDRx by using small pupils which effectively make all images diffraction-limited irrespective of wavelength-dependent differences in image planes. Theoretical and experimental evidence shows that achromatizing lenses provide an accurate correction for CDRx. In spite of the pre-eminence of chromatic aberrations, and the effectiveness of the corrections, no obvious improvements in vision accompany correction. We show that loss of retinal image quality due to CDRx may be subthreshold (less than ocular depth of focus). We also show that achromatizing methods can introduce their own chromatic aberrations that can easily exceed those present in the uncorrected eye. The precise location of the eye with respect to the achromatizing device determines the amount of these additional aberrations. Therefore, in order to achromatize the eye effectively, careful control of eye position is essential.